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Full Stack Development?

• Full stack development refers to developing all parts of a web application: 
database, web server, application logic and front end.

• There are various “Full stacks” people use to develop:
– LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP)

– Ruby on Rails

– Django (Python)

• We’re going to use the MEAN stack in this unit:
– Mongo: a document database

– Express: the web framework

– AngularJS: the front end framework

– Node: the web server.

• Homework: read “What is Code”, by Paul Ford: 

http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-paul-ford-what-is-code/



Why MEAN?

• At the core of MEAN is Node.js. It uses the Google 

V8 JavaScript engine and allows the easy creation of 

web servers.

• Node has an excellent package manager, npm, 

maintained by a strong community. There are 

packages for email, authentication, web frameworks, 

database connections, testing, image processing, ….



Why MEAN?

• Mongo, Express, Angular and Node 

are written in JavaScript, so we can 

write the whole application in one 

language.

• MEAN is lightweight, self contained 

and does not require a lot of 

configuration.

• It is very configurable, not opinionated, 

and you can see the moving parts (it 

not auto-magical).



What’s in the stack

• NodeJS: A server side runtime environment. It 

supports an event driven architecture and 

asynchronous I/O.

• Express: A NodeJS server framework. Does routing, 

session support, templating,…

• Mongo: A document database, fast, scalable, and 

everything’s JSON (or BSON)

• Angular: Front end framework for 2-way data 

binding. 



Node

• Node is a runtime environment. It is self contained, 

so you can create and configure a webserver for 

each project.

• It is single threaded, rather than multi-threaded, so it 

uses less resources.

• NPM is the Node Package Manager. There are 

thousands of packages that are available to 

incorporate into a Node project. 



Single Threaded Servers

From: Getting MEAN with Mongo, Express Angular and Node, by Simon Holmes

Multi-threaded Single-threaded



Non-blocking Code in Node

• To make Node run efficiently you have to write non-

blocking code. This typically involves callbacks:

The program waits for each line 

to complete before calling the 

next.

An anonymous function is 

passed to the readfile as a 

parameter. The function 

executes when the read is 

done, but the program 

continues in the meantime.



Express

• Express is a web 

framework that 

makes it easy to build 

a simple webserver 

for your application.

• Express-Generator 

will  build a generic 

directory structure for 

your project:



Express

• Express provides a simple template for expressing 

routes and uses a templating engine (jade) for 

populating views

• Session management is built in and authentication is 

done using modules

• Express supports, but does not enforce the Model-

View-Controller architecture.



Mongo

• Almost all web apps require a server side data store, 

and in the MEAN stack we use Mongo.db, a NoSQL 

database

• Mongo is really just an indexed collection of 

javascript objects. There are no tables or enforced 

schemas.

• You can interact directly with 

the database via the Mongo 

shell, to query, sort, insert 

etc.



Mongoose

• Mongoose is an ORM (object relational modelling) 

tool that is available in Node. 

• It makes it simple to define model schemas and 

synchronise with the Mongo database.

• …but the mongo 

syntax is not the 

nicest in the world.



Angular

• Angular is a web framework from Google that makes 

2 way data binding easy.

• It uses declarative programming, and supports 

Single page applications

• We won’t cover this in detail in this unit…

• One way data 

binding accepts 

requests from the 

client, builds views 

and returns them.



Model View Controller with Angular

• Two way data binding 

links the view with a 

client side model.

• This means more work 

can be done on the 

client side and pages 

are more responsive.



Supporting Cast

• Editors: Atom, Brackets, Eclipse, Sublime ($), 

WebStorm ($), VSCode, vim

• GIT is a version control system that supports 

collaboration.

• Web Hosts: Heroku, mLab, Azure, AWS

• Test Frameworks (Mocha)

• Scaffolders (Yeoman)

• Task runners (grunt)

• Design frameworks (Bootstrap, Jade/Pug)



Sample App.

• A very simple app can be built along the lines of: 
http://dreamerslab.com/blog/en/write-a-todo-list-with-express-and-mongodb/

(note it is a bit out of date, so the GITHub code is required to work with the latest 

versions).

http://dreamerslab.com/blog/en/write-a-todo-list-with-express-and-mongodb/


MEAN Project Architecture

A fullstack MEAN project consists of

• A Node runtime environment

• Express running a webserver handling requests from the 
client end

• Angular presenting data on the client side

• Mongo DB serving the data to Node

• Still a lot of gaps: MEAN is not opinionated…



A Restful API Architecture



A Single Page Application Architecture



Setting Everything Up

Setting everything up on your local machine is relatively 

easy:

• Install Node - https://nodejs.org/en/

• Install Mongo - https://www.mongodb.org/

• NPM Express - https://www.npmjs.com/package/express

• Link Angular – It’s just a JS file.

This gives you a development environment, but you wouldn’t 

want your local machine to be an application server.

Solution…. GIT (next lecture)



MEAN working environments

• Localhost: Most development machines aren’t 

servers, but content can be viewed at local host.

• Cloud servers: AWS, Google Cloud, Azure all offer 

cloud hosting of virtual machines. These virtual 

machines can be preconfigured with a software 

stack.

• Containers: Heroku and mLab are light weight 

containers that sync with Git and run your code.



Continuous Integration

• Continuous integration is the idea of having constant 

patches and releases, rather than staged versions.

• Software like Drone.io and Travis use Git and 

automated testing to keep deployed software up to 

date.

• Git can also be used for ensuring that files on a 

server aren’t tampered with.



Agile Web Development

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

• Working software over comprehensive 

documentation

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

• Responding to change over following a plan

Agile web development needs responsive, 

collaborative tools to adapt and manage software 

production.



Suggested Reading

Read “What is Code” by Paul Ford: 

http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-paul-ford-what-is-code/

http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-paul-ford-what-is-code/

